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This revised and updated color edition of How to Rebuild the Small-Block Ford walks
you step by step through a rebuild, including: planning your rebuild, disassembly and
inspection, choosing the right parts, machine work, assembling your engine, and first
firing and break-in.
Ultimate American V-8 Engine Data Book, 2nd EditionFull-Size Ford Restoration:
1960-1964CarTech Inc
Ford's full-size model change from 1959 to 1960 was seen as a big departure from the
swerving lines of the 1950s. Slow to start on sales, Ford's full-size production grew year after
year, peaking with 648,010 units produced in 1963. It was an all-time best for the Galaxie line
and its sister nameplates. Eight appearance and performance offerings were applied to the fullsize Ford line including the Fairlane, Galaxie, Ranch Wagon, Country Sedan, Country Squire,
Courier, 300, and Custom, which made each car unique. With more than 2.3 million full-size
Fords produced from 1960 to 1964, a restoration book for these cars has been desperately
needed, and here it is! Author Colin Kleer, president of Pennsylvania's Three Rivers chapter of
the Galaxie Club puts his decades of experience restoring these cars into this single volume.
Featuring step-by-step procedures on body, driveline, chassis, and interior components, Kleer
shows, with more than 400 photos and text, how to restore a full-size Ford to its former glory.
Crucial projects such as rust repair and driveline maintenance help guarantee that your Ford
will be sound and solid for years to come after the restoration. The Galaxie and its full-size
stablemates continue to be a strong force at car shows and in the marketplace; they create an
even deeper following for these cars. Adding a detailed restoration book to the full-size
restorers arsenal will surely aid in bringing more of these Fords back to life and back on the
road.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

The authoritative companion book for your Ford F-Series pickup, covering model years
1948-1995.
For all Ford V8 owners and restorers, a complete handbook with hard to find
specifications of all engines up to1972 including the OHC "Indy" engines. There's
adjustments and fine tuning data of every engine from 221 to 462 CID, plus a massive
list of the original factory part numbers for heavy duty and "High-Per" parts. With
important details of engine assembly and ignition-carburetion modifications for premium
performance. "Switch and Swap" of heavy-duty parts, from one size engine to another,
is clearly explained. This is the "best ever" low-bucks handbook to upgrade horsepower
and durability of the best of the early Ford V8 engines. For good reason, this book was
known as "The Stocker's Bible."

Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
Tells how to decide if an engine needs rebuilding, and shows how to pull an
engine, replace parts, recondition cylinder heads, and troubleshoot other engine
problems
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As Ford’s follow-up to the famous flathead, the Y-block was Ford’s first
overhead-valve V-8 and it established an impressive high-performance legacy,
winning many races in NASCAR and setting records at the Bonneville Salt Flats.
This venerable Ford engine, which powers classic Thunderbirds, Crown
Victorias, Edsels, and other cars, is enjoying a performance renaissance. Many
aftermarket parts, including heads, can turn a sedate Y-block into a powerhouse.
The engine earned its name from its deep-skirt block design that looked like a
“Y.” This stout engine was installed in millions of Ford cars from 1954 to 1962
and Ford trucks from 1952 to 1964. Author and Ford tech expert Charles Morris
explains each critical aspect of rebuilding a stock 239-, 256-, 272-, 292-, and
312-ci Y-block and building a modified Y-block. He shows you how to identify
components and conduct a thorough inspection so you select a sound block,
heads, intake, and other components. He explains the specifics for obtaining highquality machining work and verifying clearances. In addition, he delves into the
intricacies of each step of the assembly process so you can rebuild a strongrunning and reliable engine. Most important, Morris details the steps to effectively
remedy the Y-block oiling problems. This is the book Ford Y-block owners and
fans have been waiting for. It’s an indispensible guide for performing a
professional-caliber rebuild and buildup of the Y-block.
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